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1 Introduction: Problem Statement001

The problem we are tackling for this final project002

is: given a series of conversation segments (a multi-003

turn natural language dialogue), we want to be able004

to predict whether a given hypothesis can be in-005

ferred from the dialogue or not. This is considered006

a binary text classification problem as the output is007

expected to be either True or False, which indicates008

whether the hypothesis is supported or not.009

The problem with the existing research and010

approaches is that although the state-of-the-art011

transformer-based language models like RoBERTa012

and DeBERTa were successful in greatly improving013

the accuracy of the prediction over baseline system014

performance, it is suspected that the understanding015

of the model is still incoherent. That is, the model016

may be focusing on spurious intermediate evidence017

rather than the entire input data.018

Our goal for this paper is to experiment with019

ways to improve the coherence, and see what ef-020

fects it may bring to the accuracy. Because the021

state-of-the-art approach have produced high re-022

sults in accuracy, we will be basing our approaches023

on transformers as well. To improve coherence, we024

will be attempting to use other transformer models025

that perform well with the given data input. While026

our primary goal is to improve coherence, we hy-027

pothesize that improvement in coherence would028

likely result in an increase in accuracy as well,029

since it will better utilize the structure of the input.030

Accuracy and coherence are often correlated be-031

cause a system that is able to produce accurate and032

correct output is more likely to produce output that033

is coherent and makes sense to a human reader.034

Coherence in natural language can be seen as the035

ability of a text or language to be logical and easy036

to understand, and accuracy is an important factor037

in achieving this.038

2 Proposed Approaches 039

We will attempt to tackle the problem by mea- 040

suring and evaluating coherence and accuracy sep- 041

arately using two different variations of BERT that 042

have their own unique strengths and weaknesses. 043

In an attempt to improve coherence, we will 044

make use of ALBERT by Google. ALBERT is 045

“A Lite” version of BERT, because it utilizes two 046

parameter reduction techniques to overcome the 047

scaling problem of pre-trained models. We believe 048

that the parameter reduction technique may also be 049

helpful in preventing over-fitting to spurious inter- 050

mediate evidence, so we will be paying particular 051

attention to coherence measurements compared to 052

the original paper’s results. We are not sure how 053

the accuracy might turn out for ALBERT, because 054

on one hand, we could expect a better accuracy 055

Additionally, to tackle the objective of improv- 056

ing the accuracy of the binary classification, we will 057

use XLNet by Carnegie Mellon University. XLNet 058

is good at language tasks involving long context 059

and it also does better in natural language inference 060

when compared to BERT. XLNet achieves this by 061

being able to look at context in both directions by 062

utilizing randomized tokens when training. By be- 063

ing able to consider context in both the forward 064

and backwards direction, we hypothesize that this 065

will help the model understand the overall structure 066

of the conversation better. This fits our problem 067

statement well since the state-of-the-art transformer 068

models RoBERTa and DeBERTa struggled to incor- 069

porate the dialogues across a long context. We will 070

be noting the accuracy yielded from using XLNet 071

compared to RoBERTa, but also its coherence to 072

see if accuracy and coherence are natural tradeoffs 073

in this domain. 074

Between these two pre-trained model types, and 075

potentially more that we encounter along the way 076

during implementation, we believe the possibilities 077

of improving on accuracy and coherence can be 078
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tested. Further, we will be able to evaluate the079

types of models that result in tradeoffs between080

accuracy and coherence.081

3 Data Set082

The data set has been made available by the083

SLED Lab at the University of Michigan on GitHub084

and on Hugging Face. The data set contains in-085

formation about the sequence of speakers that the086

dialogue is spoken in, the conversation segments087

spoken by each speaker, the hypothesis, and the088

labeled boolean flag for whether the conversation089

entails the hypothesis or not.090

We will be using this very dataset while experi-091

menting with different pre-trained models. Shane092

and Chai provided with two datasets to train and093

test on. The first dataset is the one introduced in094

2009 by Zhang and Chai ((Zhang and Chai, 2009),095

labelled as the CE dataset, and the second is the Ab-096

ductive Reasoning in narrative Text (ART) dataset,097

introduced by Bhagavatula et al. when they exam-098

ined a similar problem, but for a multiple choice099

text plausibility classification task (Bhagavatula100

et al., 2019). While the ART dataset has a lot more101

data entries to train on, we would be using the CE102

dataset for two reasons. 1. We have a limited time103

to work on this project, and we believe it will be104

a better use of our time to experiment with better105

methods than to spend the time running the model.106

2. Previous work has results using the CE dataset107

as well, so even with a smaller dataset, we will still108

be able to compare our results with existing meth-109

ods. If our methods show promising results, we110

can attempt it on the ART dataset and evaluate how111

well it extends to a multiple choice text plausibility112

classification task.113

The CE dataset consists of 703 entries in the114

training set, 110 entries in the development set, and115

172 entries in the testing set, contributing to a total116

of 985 data entries.117

For the models, we will be using the pre-trained118

model, and fine tuning it to our dataset. The pre-119

trained model for ALBERT is available on Tensor-120

Flow Hub (Abadi et al., 2015) and the pre-trainhed121

model for XLNet is being available by the original122

authors of XLNet (Yang et al., 2019)123

4 Previous Work124

4.1 Conversation Entailment125

Textual entailment involves determining the re-126

lationship between two text segments. Specifically,127

given a pair of text segments, the task is to deter- 128

mine whether the meaning of one text segment (the 129

"premise") entails the meaning of the other text 130

segment (the "hypothesis"). 131

For example, given the premise “The sky is blue” 132

and the hypothesis “The sky is not blue,” the task 133

would be to determine that the hypothesis contra- 134

dicts the premise. On the other hand, given the 135

premise “All dogs are mammals” and the hypoth- 136

esis “My pet is a mammal,” the task would be to 137

determine that the hypothesis is entailed by the 138

premise. 139

Textual entailment is a important task because it 140

can be used to identify relationships between text 141

segments in a wide range of applications, such as 142

information extraction, question answering, and 143

summarization. It can also be used to evaluate the 144

performance of natural language processing sys- 145

tems, as systems that are able to accurately identify 146

relationships between text segments are likely to 147

be more effective in other NLP tasks as well. 148

In the field of textual entailment, which our prob- 149

lem is a subset of, the approach has shifted over 150

time from LSTM with attention (Liu et al., 2016) 151

to the current state-of-the-art approach: transform- 152

ers. The state-of-the-art pre-trained transformer 153

RoBERTa has been successful in General Language 154

Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) tasks, with an 155

accuracy above 90% for 5 out of 9 of the GLUE 156

tasks (Liu et al., 2019). 157

With regard to the field of conversation entail- 158

ment, which was first examined in 2010, the base- 159

line system performance was quite low at an ac- 160

curacy of 60% (Zhang and Chai, 2010), which is 161

not too much better than purely guessing at this bi- 162

nary task. Storks and Chai revisited this problem in 163

2021, applying the state-of-the-art pre-trained trans- 164

former models to this problem. A great increase in 165

accuracy was seen as a result, where the highest test 166

accuracy of 78.5% was obtained with RoBERTa + 167

MNLI. However, despite the high obtained accu- 168

racy, the coherence score for each model suggests 169

that while “the text classifiers can achieve high 170

classification accuracy on CE and ART, they do 171

not deeply understand the tasks” (Storks and Chai, 172

2021). Often, models and problems are evaluated 173

by the accuracy score that they can achieve, but 174

without strong coherence, there is little confidence 175

that these results can be replicated in more diverse 176

but structurally similar datasets. 177
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Figure 1: Accuracy, strict coherence, and lenient coherence on the CE dataset for the two proposed method and the
methods covered in previous work (Liu et al., 2019). It can be observed that accuracy of both the ALBERT and
XLNet performed significantly worse than the best performing model so far - RoBERTa + MNLI. However, both
models seem to have a higher proportion of correctly classified hypothesis to be assessed as coherent as well.

4.2 ALBERT Model178

The motivation behind the authors to come up179

with a new variation of the BERT model was that180

models often have hundreds of millions or even181

billions of parameters, and with this many param-182

eters, it is very easy to hit memory limitations as183

we try to scale the models. To overcome this, the184

authors have incorporated two parameter reduction185

techniques. The first technique is factorized embed-186

ding parametrization, where they decompose the187

large vocabulary embedding matrix that BERT uses188

into two smaller matrices. This separation makes189

it easy to increase the hidden layer size without190

significantly increasing the parameter sizes. The191

second technique, cross-layer parameter sharing,192

prevents the parameter from growing with the depth193

of the network. As a result of these techniques, the194

authors were able to reduce the size of the AL-195

BERT model to have 18x fewer parameters than a196

BERT-large and also trained 1.7x faster (Lan et al.,197

2019).198

Another benefit of using ALBERT is that they199

also introduce a self-supervised loss for sentence-200

order prediction (SOP). This allows ALBERT to201

focus on inter-sentence coherence and improve the202

performance of the model (Lan et al., 2019). We203

believe that this unique feature of ALBERT would204

not only improve the accuracy on the conversation205

entailment task, but also improve the coherence.206

This is because the existing models tested on con-207

versation entailment task demonstrated a lack of the 208

understanding of the structure, so the inter-sentence 209

coherence of ALBERT may be successful in pre- 210

venting that. 211

Lastly, ALBERT was designed to be smaller 212

and more computationally efficient than RoBERTa, 213

which means that it can naturally avoid overfitting 214

that comes as a consequence of having a lot of 215

training data to fit to. This could run counter to the 216

“spurious intermediate evidence” being relied on. 217

4.3 XLNet Model 218

ALthough BERT is also copable of modeling 219

bidirectional contexts, BERT neglects dependency 220

between the masked positions and suffers from a 221

pretrain-finetune discrepancy. XLNet does not rely 222

on data corruption like BERT does, but instead 223

introduces segment recurrence mechanism and rel- 224

ative enchoding scheme of Transformer-XL into 225

pretraining, which empirically improves the perfor- 226

mance especially for tasks involving a longer text 227

sequence. 228

Further, XLNet may perform better than 229

RoBERTa on specific NLP tasks, depending on 230

the characteristics of the task and the training data. 231

For example, XLNet has been shown to perform 232

particularly well on tasks that require understand- 233

ing long-term dependencies in language, such as 234

language translation and language modeling. We 235

hypothesize that this will apply to conversation en- 236
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tailment because the sequence of text is a reply, i.237

e. dependency, of previous text.238

We believe that the text sequence in a conver-239

sation entailment task is considered a long text240

sequence, as not only does it have to learn through241

the span of an entire sentence, it has to do this242

for multiple sentences. Furthermore, conversa-243

tion entailment complicates this further by alter-244

nating between two speakers, and the meaning of245

the speech would also be affected by who said it.246

Therefore,given these strength of XLNet, we belive247

that this= matched the problem that conversation248

entailement classificaiton task had, and could po-249

tentially be a solution to improving coherence in250

the classification.251

5 Evaluation252

A summary of the accuracy, strict coherence and253

lenient coherence metrics from our two proposed254

models compared with the other models introduced255

in previous work can be found in figure 1. The256

same coherence metrics as in Storks and Chai 2019257

are used to measure both strict and lenient coher-258

ence in ALBERT and XLNet.259

5.1 ALBERT Results260

In order to confirm that the model is leaning261

something useful in the process and to observe the262

trend in how the accuracy changes with training,263

we first ran ALBERT on a smaller batch of inputs.264

We decided to run the model with 10% of the en-265

tire dataset. Since Storks and Chai combined the266

training dataset and the development dataset and267

performed cross-validation, we obtained 10% of268

the entries from each of the dataset before combin-269

ing them into one dataset. With 703 training dataset270

and 110 development set, our initial smaller batch271

of inputs consisted of 81 entries. We ran 8 fold272

cross-validation on 10 epochs each, which is con-273

sistent with the hyper-parameter from the previous274

work in order to get comparable results. After train-275

ing, we were able to obtain 52.7% accuracy with a276

strict coherence of 23.4 a and lenient coherence of277

24.1.278

Although the accuracy was only slightly higher279

than random guessing, this result was still very280

promising as we are able to see that specifically,281

that our strict coherence is already greater than half282

of that of BERT achieved based on the result from283

our previous work. This means that the model is284

learning the structure of the problem. Calculating285

this as a percentage, we can see that amongst all 286

the hypthesis that were correctly identified, we can 287

see that 23.4
52.7ca ×100% = 44.4% of them were able 288

to utilize the correct structure. 289

However, we were surprised by the result when 290

we ran this on the entire dataset. The final accuracy 291

was 56.1%, showing almost no improvements at all 292

from when we ran it on just 10% of the data. What 293

we found more surprising was that the coherence 294

on the other hand showed a massive improvement. 295

The strict coherence has increased to 33.7, more 296

than doubled from our test run, and the lenient 297

coherence was 25.7 298

Interestingly, we observed that the strict coher- 299

ence measure was reported to be higher than that 300

of the lenient coherence measure. ALBERT was 301

the only model out of the 6 models we have data 302

on where the strict coherence was higher than the 303

lenient coherence. 304

It is possible for strict coherence to be higher 305

than lenient coherence in a text or speech if the 306

text or speech meets strict criteria for logical con- 307

nections and smooth flow, but does not meet the 308

more lenient criteria. This could occur if the text 309

or speech has a high degree of logical structure and 310

clear transitions between ideas, but still has some 311

disfluencies or ambiguities that do not meet the 312

more lenient criteria for coherence. 313

For example, a text with strict coherence might 314

be well-organized and have clear transitions be- 315

tween ideas, but still have some awkward phrasings 316

or minor errors that do not meet the more lenient 317

criteria for coherence. In this case, the text would 318

have a high degree of strict coherence, but a lower 319

degree of lenient coherence. 320

5.2 XLNet Results 321

Similar to the ALBERT model, we ran XLNet on 322

the same smaller batch of inputs to ensure that the 323

model is learning valuable features in the input and 324

to observe any patterns and trends. The accuracy 325

was almost identical to that of ALBERT, with an 326

accuracy of 52.4%, strict coherence was 10.4% and 327

the lenient coherence was 12.1%. 328

With the training on the smaller batch of inputs, 329

we can see that although the accuracy of XLNet 330

was similar to that of ALBERT, we see a pretty 331

significant drop in coherence. This could suggests 332

that potentially, the randomization of the input se- 333

quence may have actually guided XLNet in doing 334

the opposite of what we wanted. Because XLNet is 335
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Figure 2: Percentage of tasks that are coherent given that it was classified correctly. While difference in measures
between accuracy and coherence is valuable, the percentage of tasks that were classified correctly that are coherent
is also important. This is because this allows us to know how likely it was that the model understood the structure
well when making the correct decision. We can observe that XLNet performed significantly better under this metric.
This indicates that XLNet when making the decision for whether the hypothesis is entailed or not, it effectively
utilized the structure of the conversation as well, rather than basing it simply on spurious intermediate evidence.

Figure 3: Scatter plot of accuracy vs the percentage of correctly classified samples that were also coherent. The blue
points are those of our proposed models and the orange points are those investigated by previous work. We can see
from the plot that for the models from previous work, there is a strong linear relationship between the accuracy and
the percentage of lenient coherence. The gradient of the best fit is very small, indicating that while in general, as the
accuracy goes up, we can expect more correctly classified samples to be more coherent as well, the amount this
increases is almost trivial. This aligns with the findings from previous work where while they were able to achieve
high accuracy, the transformer based models that were investigated struggled to incorporate the structure of the
conversation.
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trained with the input sequence randomized, this re-336

duces the structure of the input when training. That337

is, the order in which the conversation happens, de-338

spite it being important when humans understand339

the meaning, would have been lacking when train-340

ing the XLNet model.341

When XLNet was ran on the entire dataset, we342

saw interesting results as well. Accuracy was re-343

ported to be 53.9% which was even worse than that344

of ALBERT. However on the other hand, the strict345

coherence measure was 36.3% and the lenient co-346

herence was 44.6% performing significantly better347

than ALBERT. Taking a closer look at figure 1, we348

can see that this coherence performance for XLNet349

is actually not quite impressive when compared to350

the other better performing models. However if we351

shift our attention to figure 2, under the metric of352

percentage of correctly classified samples that are353

coherent, XLNet has outperformed all of the other354

models in both the strict and lenient coherence.355

6 Discussion of results356

Accuracy and coherence are two distinct aspects357

of language processing that can be evaluated sep-358

arately. Accuracy refers to the degree to which359

a system’s output (e.g., a machine translation or360

a text generation system) matches a reference or361

gold standard. Coherence, on the other hand, refers362

to the degree to which the information in a text or363

speech is logically connected and flows smoothly.364

There is often a trade-off between accuracy and365

coherence in natural language processing systems.366

For example, a machine translation system that367

focuses on achieving high accuracy may produce368

translations that are more literal and faithful to the369

source text, but may be less fluent and coherent in370

the target language. On the other hand, a machine371

translation system that focuses on achieving high372

coherence may produce translations that are more373

fluent and coherent in the target language, but may374

be less accurate in terms of preserving the meaning375

of the source text.376

In general, it is important for natural language377

processing systems to achieve both high accuracy378

and high coherence in order to produce output that379

is both faithful to the source material and easy for380

humans to understand. However, the relative im-381

portance of accuracy and coherence will depend on382

the specific task and the needs of the user.383

As applied back to the problem of conversation384

entailment, figure 3 illustrates the relationship be-385

tween the accuracy a model achieved and the per- 386

centage of the correctly classified samples that were 387

coherent. It can be observed that both of our pro- 388

posed approaches were outliers to the trend that 389

was seen in previous work. ALBERT performed 390

much worse in coherence than expected, and XL- 391

Net performed significantly better than what was 392

expected. 393

For ALBERT looking at how the metrics im- 394

proved from our smaller batch of training inputs, 395

we can see that neither the accuracy nor the coher- 396

ence has improved much when we ran it on the 397

entire dataset. We hypothsize that this is because 398

of the paramter reduction technique that was em- 399

ployed. By making the model simpler than the 400

other models, we believe that it was able to ob- 401

tain some meaningful understanding right away, 402

with only a few parameters to train on. However, 403

because of the lack of parameter, we believe that 404

it also did not extend well when giving a larger 405

dataset. That is, even with a larger dataset, it wasn’t 406

able to learn anything meaningful past what it did 407

with just 10% of the total training samples. Fur- 408

thermore, the coherence metric was the lowest for 409

the ALBERT model, and this may be explained 410

by because of the lack of parameters, ALBERT 411

was not able to learn the complex structure of the 412

conversation and depended more on the spurious 413

intermediate evidences. Being able to learn the 414

structure of the conversation is a difficult task, and 415

the result from previous work where even with a 416

high accuracy, the model still tended to base the 417

classification on spurious intermediate evidence, 418

demonstrating how difficult it is for models to learn 419

the structure. This is the complete opposite of 420

what we hypothesized, since our hypothesis was 421

that ALBERT may perform better because spurious 422

intermediate evidence is a lot more problem depen- 423

dent than learning the structure. Thus, we believed 424

that with fewer parameters, ALBERT would pri- 425

oritize learning the structure to obtain meaningful 426

understanding of the problem. 427

XLNet although performed the worst in accuracy 428

out of all 6 models, it did perform exceptionally 429

well in coherence. Based on our previous discus- 430

sion on how learning the structure is a difficult task, 431

we believe that is the exact reason why XLNet was 432

able to perform better than the other models in 433

terms of coherence metrics. XLNet is able to un- 434

derstand forward and backward relations between 435

conversations, and this is enabled due to its unique 436
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way of training. It randomizes the order of the437

input, so that XLNet would start to recognize the438

relationships between different sentences. We be-439

lieve that XLNet, contrary to ALBERT, focussed440

on learning the structure of the input rather than441

focussing too much on spurious intermediate evi-442

dence. As evidence, we can see that the coherence443

metrics of XLNet improved significantly from the444

smaller batch training data to when we used the445

entire training data. We believe that given the com-446

plexity of the problem, just 10% of a already small447

training data was not enough for XLNet to learn448

many meaningful features.449

7 Conclusion450

Although we primarily ran the two models on451

smaller batch of input data to ensure that the code is452

working and that the model is in fact learning some-453

thing useful, we were able to make unexpected454

relation and analysis on how the relationship be-455

tween coherence and accuracy for the two proposed456

methods.457

While transformers may achieve high accuracy458

in terms of predicting the correct output for a given459

input, they may not always produce output that is460

coherent or easily understandable to humans. This461

is because transformers are trained to optimize for462

certain performance metrics, such as minimizing463

the cross-entropy loss or maximizing the likelihood464

of the output given the input, rather than for pro-465

ducing output that is grammatically correct or co-466

herent.467

In order to improve the coherence of the output468

produced by a transformer model, it may be nec-469

essary to fine-tune the model on a specific task or470

dataset, or to incorporate additional constraints or471

loss functions that encourage the model to produce472

more coherent output. In our case, we examined473

the unique qualities of various high-performing474

state-of-the-art transformer-based language models475

and attempted to improve coherence based on those476

qualities, to mixed success.477

Another bigger picture conclusion that could be478

drawn is that transformers are more similar than479

they are different. Of course, their construction can480

be quite different, so the accuracy and coherence481

can vary significantly between them. These results482

are also generally indicative of better performance483

on other natural language processing tasks. But the484

high level results, such as the relationship between485

accuracy and coherence, are quite similar486
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